
S.No Description Qty Unit Rate Amount

1

Providing and fixing 4"X2" and 3"X2" 16 gauge 

GI sections  as per drawing for receiving ACP 

sheet.

250 Kg

2

Providing and fixing good quality ACP sheets 

3mm thk.  over GI framework with necessary 

aluminium framework of size 1"X1" and  1.2mm 

thk. Proper fixtures to be provided at intervals 

and joints to be finished off with matching 

sealant.

50 Sq.M

3 FALSE CEILING:

NOTE:The false ceiling area will be measured in flat area only.

Gypsum Board False Ceiling 50 Sq M

Providing and fixing of M/F suspended false

ceiling as the detail given in the drawings. With

G.I frame work and 12.5 mm tapered gypsum

board panels to form grids of 45.7 X 122 cm as

per manufactures specification including

provision for stepped shaped ceiling for lighting

trough comprising

Frame work of intermediate channels (M.F.T) at

122 cm centers along one direction M/F ceiling

section MF5 at 45.7 cm center along other

direction. Perimeter channels (MF 6A) along

walls alround perimeter side of the ceiling. The

intermediate channels suspened from

ceiling,through starp hangers 25 X 0.5 mm (MF

8)at 122 cm centers connected to soffit cleats

p534 (27 X 37 X 25 X 1.6mm) the cleats

connected to ceiling through metal expansion

rawl plugs 1/2" dia and 17/16" long with

additional perimeter channels (MF 6A)for light

fittings, Air conditioners Ducts,vertical drops,

offset etc. 12.5mm thick gyp board with tapered

edges fixed to underside of suspended grid with

25 mm screws to from grids with 2 coats of

plastic emulsion paint of approved color and

one coat of putty over a coat primer etc,

complete.

SCHEDULE OF WORKS



4 Supplying and fixing running counters 75cm 

ht.and 65 cm width inside the office room for

given length. Each seat having width of

120cm. Each seat to have a computer key

board tray, CPU stand, footrest etc.with

seperations of 18mm py with 1mm laminate on

both sides and along the front and sides of

individual seats as per the sketch enclosed.

Table top to be provided with 18mm marine ply

finished with 1 mm laminate of approved make.

3 mm thick PVC Edge band to be provided on

all exposed edges. The rate is inclusive of cost

and conveyance of all materials, labour charges

including fixing with glue, nails, screw etc.

complete as directed by the Engineer in charge.

8 Rmt.

5 Supplying and fixing running counters 75cm 

ht.and 75 cm width inside the office room for

given length. Each seat having width of

160cm. Each seat to have a computer key

board tray, CPU stand, footrest etc.with

seperations of 18mm py with 1mm laminate on

both sides and along the front and sides of

individual seats as per the sketch enclosed.

Table top to be provided with 18mm marine ply

finished with 1 mm laminate of approved make.

3 mm thick PVC Edge band to be provided on

all exposed edges. The rate is inclusive of cost

and conveyance of all materials, labour charges

including fixing with glue, nails, screw etc.

complete as directed by the Engineer in charge.

8 Rmt

6 Officers Table 1 Nos.

Providing and fixing Officer Table of size 1200 x

650 X 750 mm high to detail as shown in drg.

Comprising table top out of 25mm thick

Plywood Board post formed with 1mm thick

flexy laminate of approved color and brand with

both side half rounded edge and another two

side edges with 3mm thick band strip.12 mm

glass with edge rounded to be provided for

the table top. Aqua blue shade of saint Gobain

(or) equivalent toughened glass panel fixed on

the 18mm thick to be fixed on front vertical

laminated Plywood Board with SS studs.



On front and side of drawer finished with 1mm

thk laminate and additional 18mm Plywood is

fixed on front side to pattern with necessary

grooves and finished with 1mm thick laminate.

MS Powder coated Keyboard tray and 50mm

Dia MS wire manager of approved quality .

One set of 4 drawers about 450mm wide, 712.5

mm high and 600mm deep to shape supported

with 18 mm Plywood at bottom, sides and rear.

4 nos. of drawers out of which 3 nos. of equal

height and 1 no. drawer at the top most of

75mm high made out of 12 mm thick

All concealed faces of Plywood finished with

one coat of wood preservative paint and

exposed faces of Steam beach beading

polished to the satisfaction of the Bank. The

inside faces of drawer should be waxed and

finished with varnish of app color and shade

7 High Level Storage : 3.5 Sq.M

Providing and fixinghigh level storage to detail 

as shown in the drg. Size about 450mm wide, 

210mm high comprising. 18 mm Plywood for 

top, bottom, rear, sides and One intermediate 

with necessary TW reeper.The unit top shall be 

with 25mm thick Plywood Board of approved 

make with 1mm thickness flexy laminate of 

approved color and brand with front side half 

rounded edge and all the edges and all the three 

sides with 3mm thick band strip.

Exposed faces of Plywood at top and sides of 

unit to be  finished with 1mm thick laminate of 

approved color and shade.

All concealed faces of Plywood  finished with 

one coat of wood preservative paint and 

exposed faces of Steam beach molding / 

beading  polished to the satisfaction of the Bank.  

The inside faces of unit wax and finished with 

varnish of approved color and shade.

8 Custom Made Low Height Partition: 20 Sq.M

Providing and fixing in position of custom made 

low height partitions of the height 1500 mm as 

per shape shown in the drawing.ie. (750mm 

solid partition and 750mm glass above)



Aluminium sections of size 63.5 X 38.1X1.2 mm

thk. of INDAL/JINDAL as internal frame

structure vertically and 3 nos. horizontally of

the same section at floor level, 750mm level

and at 1200mm level. Same size at 375 mm

level all framed and fixed in position, 8 mm

Plywood of approved quality finished with 1mm

Laminate with grooves on both sides of

approved color and shade. Top of the partition

finished with laminate and 12mm thick glass

with etching is fixed over the partition with

Dorma make (or) Equivalent make 'D' bracket

of SS finish of 12mm thick. Alround the partition

75mm thick Dark color laminate is provided as

show in the drawing and pattern.

9 Vitrified Tile Flooring – Providing and fixing best 

quality doubly charged 60cmX60cm white 

vitrified tile over existing vitrified tile flooring 

(only in Banking Hall as per instructions of EIC) 

after necessary preparatory works over it with 

T5 grade tile adhesive and pointing with 

approved quality compound, cleaning the 

surface after laying including labour charges, 

tranportation of materials etc. complete.Baic 

price of tile Rs.60/sq.ft.

50 Sq M

10 Applying two coat of emulsion for the walls in

banking hall

55 Sq M

GRAND TOTAL (EXCLUDING GST)

* GST as applicable will be paid extra


